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小林悟郎
• 東北大学乾研究室所属

• 研究の興味
•単語埋め込み・言語モデルの挙動や性質

• 主著論文が EMNLP 2021に採択
•去年 (EMNLP 2020) に引き続き2年連続
•NL研での参加報告も2度目

自己紹介
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コロナ前は…@goro_koba



1. EMNLP2021 会議概要 (~4分)
•各種スタッツ

2.会議の様⼦ (~4分)
•発表・聴講の様⼦

3.論⽂紹介 (7分~)
•私の投稿論⽂を紹介 (宣伝)
•⾔語モデル周りで興味深かった論⽂をピックアップ

本日の内容 (15分程度)
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EMNLP2021 会議概要
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EMNLP: Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing
•⾃然⾔語処理分野の難関国際会議のひとつ
• ACL, NAACL と共に分野の

1st Tier 会議として扱われる
•初のハイブリッド開催
•ドミニカ共和国 (~500⼈)
•バーチャル (3000+⼈)

https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=top_venues&hl=en
&vq=eng_computationallinguistics
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投稿数・採択数
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過去最多の投稿数
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未だ増加傾向だが
収束しつつある？+813  (+57%)

+645  (+29%)

+483  (+17%)

+241  (+7%)



採択率
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採択率は 22~25% でキープ
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言語モデル・Transformer関連
の話題を多く含む

私の論文の投稿先

分野の傾向 ～トラック別投稿～
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機械翻訳・情報抽出・対話・質問応答が人気
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会議の様⼦
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スケジュール
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• ⽇本時間では 深夜〜午前(22:00~10:00)にイベントが集中
• 現地タイムゾーンに合わせるハイブリッド開催の難しさ︖
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•オーラルセッション
• 90分の Zoom セッション
•現地会場と連携

•ポスターセッション
• 2時間の Gather.town セッション
• No show が続出… (半数以上という噂も)

発表・聴講の様子
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Hanawa+, Exploring Methods for 
Generating Feedback Comments for Writing Learning
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• 参加者間の交流⽤アプリ: Whova
• 研究の議論・雑談・就活関連のチャット
• 現地のアクティビティ募集
• 現地で撮影した写真共有

2021/12/03 12

交流
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論⽂紹介
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紹介する論文
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• 主著として投稿した論⽂ (宣伝)
• [Kobayashi+] Incorporating Residual and Normalization Layers into Analysis of 

Masked Language Models

• ⾔語モデル関連で興味深かった論⽂ × 4
• Masked Language Modeling and the Distributional Hypothesis: 

Order Word Matters Pre-training for Little [Sinha+2021]
• Frequency Effects on Syntactic Rule Learning in Transformers [Wei+2021]
• Frustratingly Simple Pretraining Alternatives to Masked Language Modeling 

[Yamaguchi+2021]
• CTAL: Pre-training Cross-modal Transformer for Audio-and-Language 

Representations [Li+2021]
2021/12/03 14



分野内で HOT な技術:
Transformerとマスク⾔語モデル
• Transformer [Vaswani+ʼ17]

• 再帰 (Recurrence)・畳み込み (Convolution) を使わずに，
注意機構 (Attention) を核としたネットワーク
• 幅広いタスクに⼤幅な性能向上をもたらした

• マスク⾔語モデル [Devlin+ʼ19]
• ⼤量の⽣テキストデータを使った単語の⽳埋めタスクで学習 (事前学習) させたモデル
• タスク毎の教師ありデータで追加訓練 (fine-tuning) することで幅広い下流タスクで⾼性能
• BERT から始まり，改善を施した後継モデルが多く提案 (RoBERTa, XLNet, ALBERT など)

• 成功要因の解明と更なる改善へ
• 「なぜ上⼿くいくのか」「何が出来ていないのか」の分析が盛ん
• アーキテクチャ・事前学習タスク・データセットの改良が盛ん

2021/12/03 第251回 NL研 EMNLP2021 参加報告 15
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• Transformerの分析スコープを拡張することを提案

• マスク言語モデル (e.g., BERT) を分析してみると…
• 注意機構での “周囲情報の混ぜ合わせ” はかなり弱められている
• 高頻度語の表現ほど周囲情報を強く混ぜ合わせる傾向

Incorporating Residual and Normalization Layers
into Analysis of Masked Language Models
Goro Kobayashi1, Tatsuki Kuribayashi1,2, Sho Yokoi1,3, Kentaro Inui1,3 (1Tohoku U., 2Langsmith Inc., 3RIKEN)

既存分析:
注意機構だけに注⽬した
分析が典型的

Attention
block

提案:
残差結合と層正規化も考慮して
アテンションブロックを分析

文
脈
情
報
を
混
ぜ
る
強
さ

単語の出現頻度順位

Transformer レイヤー



• マスク言語モデルの成功に “事前学習時の語順情報” は必要？
• 手法：事前学習コーパスの各文で語順をランダムに並べ替えて使う
• 4種類で検証： unigram ~ 4-gram の塊で並べ替え (ローカルな分布情報は保持させる)
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Masked Language Modeling and the Distributional Hypothesis:
Order Word Matters Pre-training for Little
Koustuv Sinha, Robin Jia, Dieuwke Hupkes, Joelle Pineau, Adina Williams, Douwe Kiela

Model QNLI RTE QQP SST-2 MRPC PAWS MNLI-m/mm CoLA

MN 92.45 +/- 0.2 73.62 +/- 3.1 91.25 +/- 0.1 93.75 +/- 0.4 89.09 +/- 0.9 94.49 +/- 0.2 86.08 +/- 0.2 / 85.4 +/- 0.2 52.45 +/- 21

M4 91.65 +/- 0.1 70.94 +/- 1.2 91.39 +/- 0.1 92.46 +/- 0.3 86.90 +/- 0.3 94.26 +/- 0.2 83.79 +/- 0.2 / 83.94 +/- 0.3 35.25 +/- 32
M3 91.56 +/- 0.4 69.75 +/- 2.8 91.22 +/- 0.1 91.97 +/- 0.5 86.22 +/- 0.8 94.03 +/- 0.1 83.83 +/- 0.2 / 83.71 +/- 0.1 40.78 +/- 23
M2 90.51 +/- 0.1 70.00 +/- 2.5 91.33 +/- 0.0 91.78 +/- 0.3 85.90 +/- 1.2 93.53 +/- 0.3 83.45 +/- 0.3 / 83.54 +/- 0.3 50.83 +/- 5.8
M1 89.05 +/- 0.2 68.48 +/- 2.5 91.01 +/- 0.0 90.41 +/- 0.4 86.06 +/- 0.8 89.69 +/- 0.6 82.64 +/- 0.1 / 82.67 +/- 0.2 31.08 +/- 10

MNP 77.59 +/- 0.3 54.78 +/- 2.2 87.78 +/- 0.4 83.21 +/- 0.6 72.78 +/- 1.6 57.22 +/- 1.2 63.35 +/- 0.4 / 63.63 +/- 0.2 2.37 +/- 3.2
MUG 66.94 +/- 9.2 53.70 +/- 1.0 85.57 +/- 0.1 83.17 +/- 1.5 70.57 +/- 0.7 58.59 +/- 0.3 71.93 +/- 0.2 / 71.33 +/- 0.5 0.92 +/- 2.1
MRI 62.17 +/- 0.4 52.97 +/- 0.2 81.53 +/- 0.2 82.0 +/- 0.7 70.32 +/- 1.5 56.62 +/- 0.0 65.70 +/- 0.2 / 65.75 +/- 0.3 8.06 +/- 1.6

Table 1: GLUE and PAWS-Wiki dev set results on different RoBERTa (base) models trained on variants of the
BookWiki corpus (with mean and std). The top row is the original model, the middle half contains our primary
models under investigation, and the bottom half contains the baselines.

4.1 Word order permuted pre-training
In our first set of experiments, we finetune the pre-
trained models on the GLUE and PAWS tasks. We
report the results in Table 1.5 First, we observe that
the model without access to distributional or word
order information, MUG (unigram) performs much
worse than MN overall: MUG is 18 points worse
than MN on average across the accuracy-based
tasks in Table 1 and has essentially no correlation
with human judgments on CoLA. MUG MNP and
MRI perform comparably on most of the tasks,
while achieving surprisingly high scores in QQP
and SST-2. However, all three models perform sig-
nificantly worse on GLUE and PAWS, compared
to MN (Table 1, bottom half). MUG reaches up to
71.9 on MNLI - possibly due to the fact that MUG

has access to (bags of) words and some phrases
(from NER) is beneficial for MNLI. For the major-
ity of tasks, the difference between MNP and MRI

is small - a pure bag of words model performs
comparably to a randomly initialized model.

Next, we observe a significant improvement on
all tasks when we give models access to sentence-
level distributional information during pre-training.
M1, the model pre-trained on completely shuffled
sentences, is on average only 3.3 points lower than
MN on the accuracy-based tasks, and within 0.3
points of MN on QQP. Even on PAWS, which was
designed to require knowledge of word order, M1

is within 5 points of MN. Randomizing n-grams
instead of words during pre-training results in a
(mostly) smooth increase on these tasks: M4, the
model pre-trained on shuffled 4-grams, trails MN

by only 1.3 points on average, and even comes
5The MN results are not directly comparable with that

of publicly released roberta-base model by Liu et al.
(2019), as that uses the significantly larger 160GB corpus, and
is trained for 500K updates. For computational reasons, we
restrict our experiments to the 16GB BookWiki corpus and
100K updates, mirroring the RoBERTa ablations.

within 0.2 points of MN on PAWS. We observe a
somewhat different pattern on CoLA, where M2

does almost as well as MN and outperforms M3

and M4, though we also observe very high vari-
ance across random seeds for this task. Crucially,
we observe that M1 outperforms MNP by a large
margin. This shows that positional embeddings are
critical for learning, even when the word orders
themselves are not natural.6 Overall, these results
confirm our hypothesis that RoBERTa’s strong per-
formance on downstream tasks can be explained
for a large part by the distributional prior.

4.2 Word order permuted fine-tuning
There are two possible explanations for the results
in §4.1: either the tasks do not need word order
information to be solved, or any necessary word or-
der information can be acquired during fine-tuning.
To examine this question, we permute the word or-
der during fine-tuning as well. Concretely, for each
task, we construct a unigram order-randomized ver-
sion of each example in the fine-tuning training set
using F1. We then fine-tune our pre-trained models
on this shuffled data and evaluate task performance.
For all experiments, we evaluate and perform early
stopping on the original, natural word order dev set,
in order to conduct a fair evaluation on the exact
same optimization setup for all models.

Our results in Figure 1 provide some evidence
for both hypotheses. On QQP and QNLI, accu-
racy decreases only slightly for models fine-tuned
on shuffled data. Models can also achieve above
80% accuracy on MNLI, SST-2, and MRPC when

6Recall, MNP is fed natural sentences as MN while not
having the ability to learn positional embeddings. To further
quantify the effect of positional embeddings, we also investi-
gated the effect of shuffling the entire context window, to keep
the co-occurrence information same as MNP in Appendix D.
We observed this model to be worse than M1 but significantly
better than MNP to support the claim about the importance of
positional embeddings while training.

下流タスクでの性能が通常学習
モデルと僅かしか変わらない！

語順情報は重要でない

語順情報の使い⽅は，下流タスクへの
fine-tuning 時に学習可能 (必要なら)

ローカルな分布情報を
与えるほど性能向上

fine-tuning 時も語順シャッフルした場合の性能変化



• マスク言語モデル (BERT) の “主語と動詞の数の一致” に関するケーススタディ

• 前提：BERTは穴埋めされた動詞を予測する際に，主語と数が一致する正しい形
を優先できることが知られている [Goldberg’19]

• キモ：事前学習との関係を調べる

2021/12/03 第251回 NL研 EMNLP2021 参加報告

Frequency Effects on Syntactic Rule Learning in Transformers (1/2)
Jason Wei, Dan Garrette, Tal Linzen, Eellie Pavlick

Natural Nonce

Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

argmaxV P(V) 39.1 39.0 50.0 50.0
argmaxV P(SV) 22.9 50.0 41.2 50.0
BERT 3.3 8.8 15.6 17.6

Table 2: Error rate on natural and nonce evaluation
stimuli, stratified by whether the subject–verb pair was
seen (frequency � 1) or unseen (frequency = 0) dur-
ing pre-training. Heuristics (argmaxes) show perfor-
mance for a item-specific learner that memorizes proba-
bilities of specific verbs (V) or subject–verb (SV) pairs.
BERT’s performance degrades on unseen pairs, but is
significantly better than these heuristics.

5.1 Overall Performance
Overall, the model’s error rate is 3.2% on natural
stimuli and 16.8% on nonce stimuli. This is similar
to Goldberg (2019)’s reported 3% error on natural
stimuli from Linzen et al. (2016) and a 17% error
on nonce stimuli from Gulordava et al. (2018).3

5.2 Unseen Subject–Verb Pairs
Table 2 stratifies error rate by seen and unseen
subject–verb pairs. Compared with subject–verb
pairs seen at least once during training, error rates
on unseen subject–verb pairs are 5% higher on nat-
ural sentences and 2% higher on nonce sentences.
This degradation, however, is minimal compared
with what we might expect from a naive item-
specific learner (H2), represented by the heuristic
baselines in Table 2. These results thus suggest that
BERT reasons over representations that abstract to
some degree over individual words, though it does
not meet the definition of a fully-abstract symbolic
learner (H1), which would have no degredation in
performance.

5.3 Frequency of the Target Form
To further examine the effect of frequency, we draw
inspiration from the human language processing
literature. One of the most widely-observed phe-
nomena in such research is that high-frequency
words are learned better (Ambridge et al. 2015):

Reduce Error Hypothesis. High-frequency forms

reduce errors in contexts where they are the target.

Figure 1 stratifies error rate by the training fre-
quency of (1) subject–verb pairs and (2) verbs (in-
dependent of subject). On both natural and nonce
stimuli, error rate decreases for more-frequent

3The Gulordava et al. (2018) stimuli slightly differ in that
all content words (not just the subject and verb) were replaced.
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Figure 1: Error rate stratified by how often subject–
verb pairs appeared in the same sentence in BERT’s
training set (top) and how often verbs appeared in the
training set (bottom). Error rate was lower for subject–
verb pairs and verbs that were more frequent.

subject–verb pairs and more-frequent verbs, con-
sistent with the Reduce Error hypothesis.

5.4 Frequency of the Competing Form
Although seeing a verb more often in training often
reduces errors when that verb is the target, when
high-frequency forms are not the target, they can
act as distractors and reduce accuracy:

Cause Error Hypothesis. High-frequency forms

cause errors when a competing, lower-frequency

form is the target (Ambridge et al., 2015).

Is BERT’s error rate similarly affected by distractor
frequency effects? For instance, the word “com-

bat,” which is not only the plural form of the verb
“combat” but also a fairly frequent noun, appears
102⇥ more often in the training set than “combats.”

If word frequency influences BERT’s predictions,
then such asymmetries may cause a high error rate
when the target form is “combats.”

As Figure 2 shows, error rate is lower when the
target form is more frequent relative to the compet-
ing form. For nonce sentences, for example, error
rate was only 2.2% when the target form was 16

動詞予測時の数の⼀致でのエラー率
該当動詞の出現回数に対するエラー率 18

該当動詞の事前学習時の
出現回数に応じて性能が変化

事前学習時に⾒ていない
主語-動詞ペアも上⼿く扱える
単語間の共起で判断していない



• マスク言語モデル (BERT) の “主語と動詞の数の一致” に関するケーススタディ

• 前提：BERTは穴埋めされた動詞を予測する際に，主語と数が一致する正しい形
を優先できることが知られている [Goldberg’19]

• キモ：事前学習との関係を調べる
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Frequency Effects on Syntactic Rule Learning in Transformers (2/2)
Jason Wei, Dan Garrette, Tal Linzen, Eellie Pavlick

Natural Nonce

Seen Unseen Seen Unseen

argmaxV P(V) 39.1 39.0 50.0 50.0
argmaxV P(SV) 22.9 50.0 41.2 50.0
BERT 3.3 8.8 15.6 17.6

Table 2: Error rate on natural and nonce evaluation
stimuli, stratified by whether the subject–verb pair was
seen (frequency � 1) or unseen (frequency = 0) dur-
ing pre-training. Heuristics (argmaxes) show perfor-
mance for a item-specific learner that memorizes proba-
bilities of specific verbs (V) or subject–verb (SV) pairs.
BERT’s performance degrades on unseen pairs, but is
significantly better than these heuristics.

5.1 Overall Performance
Overall, the model’s error rate is 3.2% on natural
stimuli and 16.8% on nonce stimuli. This is similar
to Goldberg (2019)’s reported 3% error on natural
stimuli from Linzen et al. (2016) and a 17% error
on nonce stimuli from Gulordava et al. (2018).3

5.2 Unseen Subject–Verb Pairs
Table 2 stratifies error rate by seen and unseen
subject–verb pairs. Compared with subject–verb
pairs seen at least once during training, error rates
on unseen subject–verb pairs are 5% higher on nat-
ural sentences and 2% higher on nonce sentences.
This degradation, however, is minimal compared
with what we might expect from a naive item-
specific learner (H2), represented by the heuristic
baselines in Table 2. These results thus suggest that
BERT reasons over representations that abstract to
some degree over individual words, though it does
not meet the definition of a fully-abstract symbolic
learner (H1), which would have no degredation in
performance.

5.3 Frequency of the Target Form
To further examine the effect of frequency, we draw
inspiration from the human language processing
literature. One of the most widely-observed phe-
nomena in such research is that high-frequency
words are learned better (Ambridge et al. 2015):

Reduce Error Hypothesis. High-frequency forms

reduce errors in contexts where they are the target.

Figure 1 stratifies error rate by the training fre-
quency of (1) subject–verb pairs and (2) verbs (in-
dependent of subject). On both natural and nonce
stimuli, error rate decreases for more-frequent

3The Gulordava et al. (2018) stimuli slightly differ in that
all content words (not just the subject and verb) were replaced.
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Figure 1: Error rate stratified by how often subject–
verb pairs appeared in the same sentence in BERT’s
training set (top) and how often verbs appeared in the
training set (bottom). Error rate was lower for subject–
verb pairs and verbs that were more frequent.

subject–verb pairs and more-frequent verbs, con-
sistent with the Reduce Error hypothesis.

5.4 Frequency of the Competing Form
Although seeing a verb more often in training often
reduces errors when that verb is the target, when
high-frequency forms are not the target, they can
act as distractors and reduce accuracy:

Cause Error Hypothesis. High-frequency forms

cause errors when a competing, lower-frequency

form is the target (Ambridge et al., 2015).

Is BERT’s error rate similarly affected by distractor
frequency effects? For instance, the word “com-

bat,” which is not only the plural form of the verb
“combat” but also a fairly frequent noun, appears
102⇥ more often in the training set than “combats.”

If word frequency influences BERT’s predictions,
then such asymmetries may cause a high error rate
when the target form is “combats.”

As Figure 2 shows, error rate is lower when the
target form is more frequent relative to the compet-
ing form. For nonce sentences, for example, error
rate was only 2.2% when the target form was 16

該当動詞の事前学習時の
出現回数に応じて性能が変化

“主語と動詞の数は同じ” という
構⽂ルールを正しく適⽤する
システムと振る舞いが⼀致

動詞予測時の数の⼀致でのエラー率
該当動詞の出現回数に対するエラー率

事前学習時に⾒ていない
主語-動詞ペアも上⼿く扱える
単語間の共起で判断していない

19



• 単語穴埋めタスク (MLM) に代わる
事前学習タスクを調査
• 5種類のシンプルなタスクを提案

2021/12/03 第251回 NL研 EMNLP2021 参加報告

Frustratingly Simple Pretraining Alternatives
to Masked Language Modeling
Atsuki Yamaguchi, George Chrysostomou, Katarina Margatina, Nikolaos Aletras

20

Shuffle+Random が MLM と
同等以上の性能を発揮

Shuffle+Random 
は MLM よりも
データ効率 & 

計算効率が良い



Transformer を改良

2021/12/03 第251回 NL研 EMNLP2021 参加報告 21

CTAL: Pre-training Cross-modal Transformer 
for Audio-and-Language Representations (1/2)
Hang Li, Wenbiao Ding, Yu Kang, Tianqiao Liu, Zhongqin Wu, Zitao Liu

• 言語と音声のマルチモーダル処理の事前学習を提案 (初の試みらしい)

デコーダの
Attention mask 除去

Cross attention で
エンコーダの

最終埋め込みを参照

未来の情報は
参照できない

未来の情報も
使える

⾔語側は⾔語情報のみで
単語の⽳埋めタスク

⾳声側は⾔語情報も取り込みながら
⾳声フレームの⽳埋めタスク
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CTAL: Pre-training Cross-modal Transformer 
for Audio-and-Language Representations (2/2)
Hang Li, Wenbiao Ding, Yu Kang, Tianqiao Liu, Zhongqin Wu, Zitao Liu

• 事前学習
• 2種類のモデルサイズ：CTALBASE (3層) と CTALLARGE (6層)
• データセット︓LibriSpeech [Panayotov+’15]（960時間の英語音声と280K発話の書き起こし）

• 下流タスクに fine-tuning (音声とその書き起こしが与えられる設定)
• Emotion Classification: 2⼈の会話に対して4値の感情分類 (怒, 喜, 中立, 悲)
• Sentiment Analysis: 映画レビューに対してポジティブ・ネガティブの度合いを予測
• Speaker Verification: 発話が与えられて⾳声の特徴から発話者を特定する
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which is a well-established audio analysis Python
package, to extract the 160-dimension input acous-
tic feature for each frame as described in Sec-
tion 3.1.1. We denote the number of layers (i.e.,
language stream encoding layer and text-referred
audio stream encoding layer) as N, the number of
self-attention heads as A, and the number of hid-
den size as H. We primarily report results on two
model sizes: CTALBASE (N=3, A=12, H=768)
and CTALLARGE (N=6, A=12, H=768). The to-
tal number of parameters for CTALBASE is 60M
and 110M for CTALLARGE. We take the Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) as the optimizer with initial
learning rate of 5e-5 and a linear-decayed learning
rate schedule with warm up (Devlin et al., 2019).
We pre-train our model using 4 16G-V100 GPUs
with a batch size of 16 for 1,000,000 steps, and the
whole pre-training process takes roughly 48 hours.

4.2 Fine-tuning on Downstream Tasks
We transfer our pre-trained CTAL model to three
established SP tasks, with simple and necessary
modifications on the output layers, loss function
and training strategy.

4.2.1 Emotion Classification
In emotion classification task, given a speech clip,
the model is asked to predict which emotion cat-
egory the speech belongs to. Here, we conduct
experiments on the widely-used dataset IEMOCAP
(Busso et al., 2008). The dataset was recorded
from ten actors, divided into five sessions, and
each session has dialogues between two speakers
with different genders. The dataset contains au-
dio, transcriptions, and video recordings, and we
only use audio and transcriptions in our study. The
recorded dialogues have been sliced into utterances
and labeled in 10 categories by three annotators
and utterances without any text content are filtered
out in our experiment. For consistent comparison
with previous works, we follow the settings with
Xu et al. (2019), which use four emotions (angry,
happy, neutral and sad) for classification and per-
form 5-fold cross-validation over sessions, where
each session is used as the test set in turn and re-
maining as training dataset. We adopt two widely
used metrics for evaluation: weighted accuracy
(WA) that is the overall classification accuracy and
unweighted accuracy (UA) that is the average re-
call over all four classes. We report the averaged
WA and UA over the 5-fold cross-validation exper-
iments, and higher WA and UA results represent

Methods WA " UA "

LSTM_alignment (Xu et al., 2019) 0.6900 0.7014
MRDE (Yoon et al., 2018) 0.6702 0.6764
MHA (Yoon et al., 2019) 0.6780 0.6880

CTALBASE 0.7286 0.7370
CTALLARGE 0.7395 0.7463

Table 1: Comparison to the SOTA methods on the
IEMOCAP dataset.

better model performances.

To fine-tune on IEMOCAP, we represent the
input sequence (for a pair of audio and text) as
described in Section 4.1, and use the final hid-
den vector hfuse as the audio-and-language rep-
resentation. The only new parameters introduced
during fine-tuning are classification layer weights
W 2 R4⇥d and CTAL fine-tuning is driven by the
cross-entropy loss between the predicted class and
the gold label. We use a batch size of 4 and fine-
tune for 20 epochs over each fold with one 16G-
V100 GPU. We take AdamW (Loshchilov and Hut-
ter, 2018) as the optimizer in fine-tuning stage, the
learning rate is initialized as 1e-5 and we apply a co-
sine annealing learning rate schedule (Loshchilov
and Hutter, 2017) to reach the optimum.

We select multiple models that claim to achieve
the SOTA results on IEMOCAP dataset as our
baselines. Please notice that previous methods
are specifically designed for the task with no pre-
training stage. Xu et al. (2019) aims to produce
more strong multimodal representations by learn-
ing the alignment between speech frames and
text words using an attention mechanism, i.e.,
“LSTM_alignment”. Yoon et al. (2018) uses a
dual-RNNs to encode the information from audio
and text separately, then combines them by simple
representations concatenation to predict emotion
classes, i.e., “MDRE”. Yoon et al. (2019) proposes
a multi-hop attention mechanism to infer the cor-
relation between audio and language modalities
based on the output hidden representations of two
bi-directional long short-term memory encoders,
and output the final classification result from the
concatenation of audio and language representa-
tions, i.e., “MHA”.

Table 1 presents our experimental results on
IEMOCAP dataset. Since some prior works ex-
periment with different train/test split, we re-
implement baseline models with their published
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Methods Acc2 " F1 " MAE # Corr "

MulT 0.7966 0.8008 0.6367 0.6292

CTALBASE 0.8036 0.8055 0.6061 0.6828
CTALLARGE 0.8077 0.8101 0.6027 0.6809

Table 2: Comparison to the SOTA methods on the
CMU-MOSEI dataset.

codes12. Both CTALBASE and CTALLARGE out-
perform all three baselines by a substantial margin,
obtaining 3.86% and 4.95% respective absolute
WA improvement, and 3.56% and 4.49% respec-
tive absolute UA improvement over the prior state
of the art.

4.2.2 Sentiment Analysis
The goal of the sentiment analysis task is to predict
the degree of positive and negative sentiment. Com-
pared to the emotion classification task, sentiment
analysis is a regression task rather than a classifi-
cation task. We adopt CMU-MOSEI (Zadeh et al.,
2018) dataset for evaluation, which contains 23,454
movie review video clips from YouTube. We use
only audio and corresponding transcriptions as in-
put in our experiments. Each sample in the dataset
is labeled with a sentiment score from -3 (strongly
negative) to 3 (strongly positive) by human annota-
tors. We follow the same experimental protocol as
MuIT (Tsai et al., 2019), with the same train/test
data split and the same evaluation metrics, which
includes two classification metrics: (1) binary ac-
curacy (i.e., Acc2: accuracy over positive/negative
sentiments classification), and F1 score; (2) two re-
gression metrics: mean absolute error (MAE), and
the Pearson correlation coefficient (Corr) between
model’s predictions and human annotations. Since
the prior top results reported on the CMU-MOSEI
dataset are all achieved using all three modalities,
so does MulT3, we prune the vision-related com-
ponents in MulT and re-train the model using only
audio and text information.

During fine-tuning on sentiment analysis, we in-
troduce additional parameters w 2 Rd to project
the final hidden representation h

fuse to the senti-
ment score, and the model is trained to minimize
the `1 loss between the predicted scores and the

1MDRE:https://github.com/david-yoon/
multimodal-speech-emotion.git

2LSTM_alignment:https://github.com/didi/
delta

3MulT:https://github.com/yaohungt/
Multimodal-Transformer

gold annotations. The other fine-tuning settings
over CMU-MOSEI are almost the same as IEMO-
CAP. As show in Table 2, we observe improve-
ments across all 4 metrics for CTAL over MulT
baseline under both base and large settings.

4.2.3 Speaker Verification
Speaker verification focuses on verifying the
speaker identity of an utterance through compar-
ing it with the pre-recorded voiceprint information.
In this experiment, we adopt LibriSpeech (Panay-
otov et al., 2015) for evaluation, which includes
292K utterances collected from more than 2,438
speakers. Following the same experiment setting
with prior works (Wan et al., 2018; Jung et al.,
2019), we fine-tune our pre-trained model with
all training splits (train-clean-100, train-clean-360
and train-other-500), and evaluate it with test-clean
part, which contains 40 brand new speakers to the
training part. Please note that, although the train
set for our speaker verification task is identical
with the one we used for pre-training, the speaker
identity information and test-clean data are not re-
leased during the pre-training process. Thus, it is
fair to perform comparisons between our models
with other prior works. We add a classifier over the
head of fused embeddings hfuse and adopt cross-
entropy loss to fine-tune it. The output size of the
classifier is same to the number of unique speakers
in train set.

Methods EER #

GE2E (Wan et al., 2018) 0.0379
RawNet (Jung et al., 2019) 0.0253

CTALBASE 0.0194
CTALLARGE 0.0155

Table 3: Comparison to the SOTA methods on the Lib-
riSpeech dataset.

For evaluation, we utilize the representation be-
fore classifier as the input audio’s identity embed-
ding. Cosine distance of each paired audio embed-
dings is used as the indicator for the final decision.
Similar to prior studies, we report the equal er-
ror rate (EER) as the evaluation metric, and lower
EER represents better model performance. We
choose two SOTA models as our baselines (Wan
et al., 2018; Jung et al., 2019) where GE2E (Wan
et al., 2018) designs a general loss function that
emphasizes examples that are difficult to verify
at each step of the training process, and RawNet
(Jung et al., 2019) proposes an end-to-end network
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3タスクでSOTAを更新︕
Emotion Classification Sentiment Analysis Speaker Verification
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